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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presented the effect of strain rate changes due to Carbon Nanotube (CNT) and 

Lead addition in Magnesium Alloy, AZ31B on high velocity impact performance. This 

metal is normally used to fabricate armored vehicle panel. The changing strain will affect 

the strain rate and had been widely used in automotive applications to accommodate high 

velocity impact. High strain rate material was applied on the armored vehicle to withstand 

the impact of the projectile. AZ31B alloy was reinforced with CNT and Lead using 

Disintegrated Melt Deposition (DMD) method. AZ31B ingots were melted at a 

temperature of 660 ºC and produced the reinforcement of CNT and Lead during the 

melting process. Mixed materials were completely inserted into the mold for further 

process. Microstructure analysis was performed to observe the variance structure of 

samples. The high velocity impact experiment was performed using a Split Hopkinson 

Pressure Bar machine. The diameter of the sample was 18 mm with 12.5 mm thickness. 

The addition of materials such as CNT and Lead into AZ31B had increased the material 

strain rate. The effect of increasing the strain rate was in line with the increase of energy 

absorption. The result showed that the strain rate had increased about 30% from the 

original material, AZ31B and consequently also increased the energy absorption. Thus, 

the addition of CNT and Lead would increase the strain rate of the original material of 

magnesium alloy and hence increase the energy absorption capability during impact.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Recent technology development in automotive field requires lightweight material which 

is high in strength. Exploration of new materials has a high impact in the study of change 

in strain, especially when subjected to high velocity impact [1-3]. Changing strain at high 

velocity impact affects the material’s energy absorption and prevents the occurrence of 

fracture failure [4-7]. The magnesium alloy is characterized as a lightweight material and 

has high energy absorption capability. Magnesium alloys can naturally withstand impacts 

effectively because of their unique combination of high tensile strength, low density, and 
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superior shock absorbency which are 100 times greater than that of ordinary aluminum 

alloys [5, 8, 9]. Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) was modernized by Herbert Kolsky 

in 1949 [10, 11] and is applicable to high velocity impact for high strain rate testing [2, 

4, 5]. Amanda et al. [12] used the SHPB in studying the mechanical response of CNT in 

fabric composite. Researches on SHPB had been done to study the durability of 

magnesium alloy, AZ31B at a high strain rate [13, 14]. According to Nguyen and Gupta 

[15], addition of reinforced materials such as CNT in the original material can increase 

the material’s strain rate. Besides CNT, the reinforcement of lead (Pb) into the original 

material can also enhance the material’s properties of magnesium alloy [16, 17]. Elastic 

properties of Pb improve the ductility of the material during impact. The reinforcement 

of CNT and Pb can increase the strain rate of the material being studied. 

Magnesium alloy, AZ31B has high energy absorption capability; however, it has 

the disadvantage of low ductility. The addition of reinforced material can affect the 

change in strain rate and material properties. The strength of the material closely affects 

the change in strain, especially if that material can accommodate the high velocity impact. 

The objective of this study was to observe the effects of changing strain on the material 

AZ31B with the reinforcement of Lead and CNT under a high velocity impact. These 

additions affected the structure of magnesium alloy, AZ31B on the strain rate which 

resulted in the improved material properties of magnesium alloy in terms of high velocity 

impact. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

 

This study was executed in accordance to the flow diagram as shown in Figure 1. Three 

different materials were chosen for this study which were AZ31B, AZ31B + 5% Pb and 

AZ31B +0.1% CNT + 5% Pb. These materials were tested using SHPB to get the strain 

behaviour on materials under high velocity impact. 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow diagram of the experimental procedure 
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Sample preparation 

A mixture of magnesium alloy, AZ31B with CNT and Pb were prepared using an 

induction furnace. The ingot type for magnesium alloy, AZ31B was used. The 

reinforcement of materials into AZ31B was based on the weight percentage of Lead (Pb) 

and CNT materials. The CNT had an outer diameter of 10-30 nm, the density was 2.1 

g/cm3 and it contained more than 90% purity. The Lead powder added contained 99.9% 

purity with the density of 11.34 g/cm3. The process of reinforcement materials into the 

AZ31B utilized the Disintegrated Melt Deposition (DMD) method by which the ingot 

AZ31B was heated to the melting temperature. Heating process was done in the chamber 

that was partly vacuum and Argon gas was induced into the combustion chamber at 25 

mm/min. The function of Argon gas was to avoid the oxidization process of magnesium 

when it was melting. After the ingot was completely melted, the composition of CNT and 

Lead were added into the chamber through the pipeline chamber. One specimen of 

AZ31B was reinforced with 5% of Pb and another specimen was reinforced with 0.1% 

CNT and 5% Pb. Mixture of magnesium alloy will be the input onto the mold cavity with 

the size of 200 mm in length x 100 mm in width x 25 mm in thickness.  Figure 2 shows 

the induction furnace machine that was used for the reinforcement process.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Induction furnace for melting magnesium alloy and reinforcement materials. 

 

     
 

Figure 3. (a) Raw sample after DMD process; (b) Sample preparation for microstructure 

investigation. 
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Microstructure Observation  

After different compositions of Pb and CNT were added to the AZ31B samples, 

Figure 3(a) shows the raw sample after the DMD process before the sample was cut into 

different shapes of the sample test. Figure 3(b) shows how the microstructure of the 

samples was studied. The samples were grounded, polished, and etched to obtain clearer 

images of the grain boundaries under a microscope. High magnification was used to 

observe the grain boundaries of the structure.  

 

Split Hopkinson pressure bar preparation 

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the basic Hopkinson bar setup. It consisted of two long 

cylindrical bars of the same diameter called as incident and transmitted bars. In a 

compression test, the sample sat sandwiched between the incident and transmitted bars. 

A striker bar of the same diameter was propelled using a gas gun, that it struck the incident 

bar squarely on the end. This generated a compression wave which travelled down the 

incident bar. Part of the wave was reflected and another part was transmitted through the 

interface with the specimen. The stress pulse continued through the specimen and into the 

transmitted bar. The incident stress pulse and transmitted stress pulse were measured in 

real-time using strain gauges on the incident and transmitted bars. If the two bars 

remained elastic and wave dispersion was ignored, then the measured stress pulses can 

be assumed to be the same ones acting on the sample. 

 
 

Figure 4. Schematic of the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar setup [16]. 

 

Elastic wave propagation in a cylinder during the experimental SHPB can be 

described by a one-dimensional elastic wave equation. Instead, a one-dimensional elastic 

wave equation was used to get the stress and strain in the specimen [18]. The stress, strain 

and strain rate were calculated based on the incident bar and transmitter bar during 

compression experiments. The equations involved are shown as follows [10, 12, 14, 18]: 
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where A, E and C0 are a cross-sectional area, Young's modulus and the wave velocity bar, 

respectively. L and A refer to the length and cross-sectional area of the sample. εr (t) and 

εt (t) show the axial strain on the reflected pulse and transmitter pulse, where the 

measurement took into account the function of time. 

The SHPB tool used a 20 mm diameter high strength aluminum and the length of 

the incident bar and the transmitted bar were 2000 mm and 2500 mm, respectively. Striker 

bar (bullet) used was 200 mm in length. The specimen size for this experiment was 18 

mm in diameter and 12.5 mm in thickness. The experiment conducted followed the 

standard by The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) [18]. The velocity 

of striker bar was recorded as 20 m/s. The SHPB used is shown in Figure 5. Strain gauge 

was mounted on the incident bar and the transmission bar for capturing strain data and 

data acquisition was used at a frequency of 1.0kHz. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Split Hopkinson Pressure bar apparatus. 

. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 6 shows the microstructures of AZ31B samples with different Pb and CNT 

compositions. The visible grain boundaries of each combination mixture differed. The 

grain boundary of AZ31B + 0.1%CNT + 5%Pb was larger than that of AZ31B and added 

5%Pb. The AZ31B and AZ31B +5%Pb was more on the martensite phase and it was the 

hardest and strongest and, in addition, the most brittle; it had, in fact, negligible ductility. 

Figure 7 shows the strain incident bar data produced from the SHPB data acquisition 

system and Figure 8 shows the strain transmitted bar from the SHPB data acquisition 

system. The responses obtained were εi, εr and εt which indicated the incident strain pulse, 

reflected strain pulse and transmitted strain pulse, respectively. Compare to  Amanda et 

al,’s [12]study, the patents of the response of the incident strain pulse, reflected strain 

pulse and transmitted strain pulse were similar. However, Amanda et al,’s  [12] study had 

focused on the speed range of 10 m/s to 15 m/s. Figure 9 shows the stress of materials 

Speed sensor 

Data acquisition Strain Gauge 

Specimen 
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using Eq. (1). The trend for each reinforced AZ31B material was similar to the original 

AZ31B response. 

 

  
 

 
 

Figure 6. Microstructure of sample in magnification of 100 µm:  

(a) AZ31B, (b) AZ31B + 5% Pb, (c) AZ31B + 0.1%CNT + 5%Pb. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Strain incident bar from compression Split Hopkinson pressure bar test. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 8. Strain transmitted bar from compression Split Hopkinson pressure bar test. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Applied stress on each material tested. 

 

Figure 10 shows the strain of specimens using Eq. (2) as a function of time. From 

Figure 11 it can be seen that AZ31B has the highest strain which is 9617.64. Reinforced 

AZ31B + 5% Pb and AZ31B + 0.1% CNT + 5% Pb have reductions in strain at 3.79% 

and 7.01%, respectively. From Figure 11 as derived from Eq. (3), obtained was the range 

of strain rate for each specimen which were AZ31B, AZ31B + 5% Pb and AZ31B + 0.1% 

+ 5% Pb CNT at 864.26 s-1, 1141.80 s-1 and 996.57 s-1, respectively. Therefore, the 
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percentages of increment of strain rate for AZ31B + 5% Pb and AZ31B + 0.1% CNT + 

5% Pb were 32.11% and 15.31%, respectively. Increasing the strain rate affected the 

energy absorption of materials which can be observed in Figure 10’s stress-strain curve 

for high impact materials. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The applied strain of materials tested. 

 

 
Figure 11. The strain rate range of materials tested. 

 

Energy absorption was calculated based on the area under the curve [8-11]. From 

Figure 12, energy absorption evaluated for AZ31B, AZ31B + 5% Pb and AZ31B + 0.1% 

CNT + 5% Pb are 938.98 kJ, 1019.05 kJ and 902.79 kJ, respectively. Figure 13 shows 

the energy absorption under the stress-strain graph. The energy absorption for AZ31B + 

5% Pb increased at 8.53%, but for AZ31B + 0.1% CNT + 5% Pb it decreased at the 

percentage of 3.85%. This situation showed that energy absorption was affected by the 

change in strain and strain rate of materials. From the analysis, the reinforcement 

materials into AZ31B changed the strain rate and energy absorption of materials. AZ31B 

+ 5% Pb gave the highest increase in terms of strain rate and energy absorption compared 

to AZ31B + 0.1% and CNT + 5% Pb. This happened because of the composition of CNT 
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reinforced which had not achieved an optimal level and this had led to a weak material 

structure to structural failure [3, 14, 19, 20]. However, the reinforcement of materials into 

AZ31B gave positive effects of attenuating in high velocity impact. This alloy material 

could be used for armored vehicles. At the same time, this study showed the effectiveness 

of the new composition of magnesium alloy. This material had the properties of ballistic 

resistance which gave an advantage in the maneuverability of armored vehicles. 

 

 
Figure 12. Stress-strain curve of materials during the Split Hopkinson pressure bar test. 

 

 
Figure 13. Energy absorption of materials testing. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The reinforcement materials such as CNT and Pb into AZ31B affected the strain rate and 

energy absorption of AZ31B under high velocity impact. The reinforcement materials 

increased the strain rate of AZ31B up to 30% from the original. Increasing the strain rate 

affected the energy absorption of materials by 20% from the original. The energy 

absorption of additional CNT was lower than that of the original AZ31B alloy. This result 
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indicated that the addition of CNTs affected the blank voids to be filled by the CNTs 

which will avoid the dislocation process. CNT content was not enough to cause an uneven 

internal structure of magnesium, which was susceptible to each molecule sliding. This 

also interfered with the van der Waals bond, which made CNT weaker, because the voids 

in the molecules were magnesium alloy. The nature of strain rate on these materials was 

very important in assessing the ability of the material properties, especially in selecting 

materials capable to withstand high velocity impact. However, combination and 

percentage composition were not optimum and gave a negative effect to the material 

properties. It caused the formation of weak material structure to structural failure. 
Furthermore, magnesium alloy can be the substance used for high velocity impact and it 

is highly recommended in the application of armored vehicles in a military vehicle. This 

is because armored vehicles are subjected to the penetration of high velocity projectile 

impact.  
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